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incorporating

At Evergreen fi eld days across WA this spring there has been a wide variety of different perennial pasture based production 
systems on view. This refl ects the soils and climate of each location and the perennial plant options available. But it also refl ects 

the management system used by each farmer. These four photos highlight just a few of the approaches. Top Left: Kim Oliver 
pasture cropping wheat into kikuyu at North Stirling; Top Right: Phil Barrett-Lennard growing annual legumes over subtropical 
perennial grass at Gingin; Bottom Left: Charlie Hick fertilising and rotationally grazing ryegrass sown into kikuyu at Narrikup; 

Bottom Right: John Mottram rotationally grazing ryegrass sown into lucerne at Manjimup.
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Nitrogen for early feed

To provide extra feed this year, Marcus Sounness from 
North Stirlings scratched wheat in dry to this one year old 
lucerne stand. He then ran a test strip of nitrogen across 

the paddock to further increase winter feed. The extra feed 
produced by the 100 kg/ha of Urea cost $125 per ton of dry 
matter, considerably less than the cost of grain being hand 
fed to livestock at the time. When this photo was taken the 
wheat had all but died out but the ryegrass and lucerne 

were still going strong. Photo 9 Oct 09

“Show us your grass”

Making Soil

This spade full of rich dark topsoil was dug up during a 
recent Evergreen Field Day at Gingin. What was once white 
beach sand is now healthy organic matter rich soil thanks 

to a protective cover of kikuyu and strawberry clover.  Farm 
manager Murray Green said not only had the soil improved 
thanks to the perennial pastures, but the out of season green 

pick is sensational for giving weaners a head start over 
summer and autumn. Photo 24 Sep 09.

Figure of Eight

John Howard of Mt Barker has been rotationally grazing for 
many years. He runs two mobs of stock on his farm and they 
rotate through his paddocks in a fi gure of eight pattern, so 
that one mob rotates through half the farm and then swaps 
with the other mob that was rotating through the other half 
of the farm. He runs cattle and dry sheep in one mob and 

ewes and lambs in the other. It reduces worm burdens in the 
sheep and gives every paddock an even grazing each time 

the ewe mob come through. Photo 9 Oct 09. 

Pasture Cropping

Tim Wiley from DAFWA has been helping Murray Carson 
from Binnu with his on-farm trialling of pasture cropping 
this year. This existing paddock of subtropical perennial 
grasses has had both lupins and wheat sown into it using 
2 different times of sowing and at least 3 different types 

of machines. The data from these on-farm trials will 
compliment some very comprehensive data coming from the 

EverCrop Pasture Cropping trial site at Moora.
Photo 12 Oct 09.
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Committee Column
Erin Gorter (President), Kojonup 
Wow! Another exciting fi eld day quarter.  I hope many of you were 
able to attend one of our fi eld days held throughout the state during 
spring. It was evident at these days the amount of collaboration 
Evergreen is involved in, with representatives from many different 

agribusinesses, agencies, NRM bodies to name a few. Add to this, the large contingent of 
producers – always the biggest proportion of attendees - out in the paddocks looking at what 
others have been doing. What a fantastic learning environment. I would like to thank those 
producers that opened up their farms and shared their experiences, both positive and negative. It 
is not always an easy thing, but it is so valuable for all attending, so thanks for “Showing us your 
Grass”.

At our AGM in Gingin, two committee members stood down, David Monks and Phil Chalmer. 
These two active members were thanked for the time they devoted to your group. Special 
mention must be made of David Monks’ participation in Evergreen Farming. David stepped into 
the role of Chairman when the group became incorporated and held this position for 5 years. This 
was a period of extreme growth for our group. David was instrumental in getting our fi rst large 
funding grant from AWI, which set us on a path to where we are today. So, thanks David from us 
all. Your establishment was excellent and your management that followed exceptional. However, 
we all understand the need for rest!

As a result, we welcome Murray Green of Gingin and Erica Ayers of Esperance to the committee.  

Committee Exposé
Charlie Hick, Narrikup
I can never remember a time when I did not want to farm. It just 
fascinates me, provides challenges, stimulation and fulfi lment. I 
formally started my farming career in 1966 at West Dale.

Due to a shortage of land my wife Marg and I moved to Bremer Bay 
in May 1979. We set about developing a 3,000 acre block, which was about one third cleared. 

Then in 1999 kikuyu came to my attention. After a series of fairly dry years I got fed up with 
sandy patches of country blowing away. These were fenced off, had water laid on and planted to 
kikuyu. It turned the worst grazing country into the best and I was well and truly hooked.

In 2002 we moved to a lovely property in Narrikup, but one in need of a lot of TLC. We now 
have it set up into 36 paddocks, laneways and water in each paddock.

Rotational grazing is practiced and works very well. Heaps of lime has been applied (10 t/ha), 
pasture renovation taken place, and water logging been eliminated via the construction of W 
Drains and contour banks.

Evergreen is using 30 hectares of our farm for a high production perennial (Kikuyu) trial. This 
winter the trial has carried 1.5 breeders and calves to the hectare. All have gained weight with 
no hay fed out since early May. Better fertilizer regimes and ryegrass plantings will increase this 
even further.

I’m really excited about the future, about the challenges of "Climate Change "and how we react.

Change is inevitable, but by participating we can have our hands on the steering wheel.
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Will and Libby Brown are not newcomers to perennial pastures 
having fi rst planted the fodder shrub tagasaste some 15 years 
ago. But with the recent run of dry years, and the development 
of subtropical perennial grasses as a viable option for the West 
Midlands, they are now confi dent to plant all 700 hectares 
of their poor sand down to a combination of tagasaste and 
perennial grasses. And they are well on their way, with 415 
hectares of existing perennials being boosted by a further 135 
hectares planted in 2009. The remaining 150 hectares of poor 
sand still in annuals will be sown down to perennials over the 
next 2 years.

The Browne’s farm the 2000 hectare “Warradarge Hill”, 
halfway between Badgingarra and Eneabba. The country is 
undulating and the soils range from gravel on the breakaway 
hills to deep sand in the valleys. Annual crops and pastures 
grow well on the gravel soils, but are disappointing on the 
sands. In fact, the poor performance of annual pastures on 
the deep sands in recent dry years has convinced them that 
perennial pastures are the only way to go on these poor soils.

This is quite a transformation from how the farm was 
originally farmed following clearing in the 1960’s. Back then, 
superphosphate was cheap and rainfall more reliable, and even 
the poor sands could grow a half decent annual pasture. But 
those days didn’t last long. When the wool market went south 
in the early 90’s, the obvious response was to reduce sheep 
numbers and get into cropping. This proved successful on the 
better gravelly soils, but not on the poorer sandy soils. The 
Browne’s still continuously crop their gravel soils these days 
using a canola / wheat / barley rotation. But this still left the 
poor sandy soils as the weak link of the business.

Come in tagasaste. Will started planting tagasaste in the 
mid 90’s and has since gone on to plant over 400 hectares 
of it. It has  improved the productivity of their poor sands 

and prompted a move in to cattle. Will now runs around 300 
breeding cows which live exclusively on the tagasaste through 
autum, winter and spring. He runs a cow and calf to every 1.5 
hectares of tagasaste, which is a stocking rate of approximately 
10 DSE/ha winter grazed. This is 3 to 4 times the traditional 
carrying capacity of this country when it was supporting annual 
pasture.

During the last 3 years, Will has sowed a mix of subtropical 
perennial grasses in the inter-row of his establishing tagasaste. 
He believes this offers multiple benefi ts. It increases the 
productivity of the paddock in the fi rst few years while the 
tagasaste matures. It holds the sand together between the 
rows of tagasaste. And it provides a more diverse pasture 
mix for the livestock. The fi rst paddock established this way 
in 2007 has been a roaring success, thanks in part to 75 mm 
of summer rain in the fi rst year. It has been subdivided with 
electric fencing into 4 smaller paddocks to improve grazing 
management. So far the 2 very different types of perennial 
pastures have tolerated both each other and the heavy grazing 
Will has thrown at it. As a consequence, both the 2008 and 
2009 tagasaste plantings have had subtropical perennial grasses 
sown in the inter-row.

The impact of recent dry years has certainly infl uenced Will’s 
decision to expand the area sown to perennial pastures. Both 
2006 and 2007 were dry years, and livestock in particular 
suffered. However, the farm received 75mm of rain in a couple 
of heavy thunderstorms in December 2007 and January 2008. 
This caused signifi cant sheet and gully erosion in annual crop 
and pasture paddocks, but virtually none in any of the paddocks 
with tagasaste or perennial grasses. In addition, the summer 
rain destroyed the quality and availability of crop stubbles 
and dry annual pastures. But the tagasaste and perennial 
grasses grew like steam and the livestock piled on the weight. 
Remembering that at this time of year livestock are normally 

The cow herd with Tagasaste in the background

Drought Case Study - Will Browne, Warradarge
Philip Barrett-Lennard, agVivo, Belmont , Ph: (08) 6272 4500.

Well managed Tagasaste
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losing weight. Without perennials, this summer rain would 
have only put further pressure of stock already suffering after 2 
tough years.

Later in 2008, after a protracted break to the season, a very wet 
July and a bone dry August, livestock were struggling again. 
So much so that the sheep, which are run solely on annual 
pastures, were totally agisted off the farm in mid-September. 
What’s most remarkable is the cattle, running on tagasaste and 
perennial grasses, went through 2008 with only a small amount 
of hay.

But Will says that perennials aren’t magic. They won’t grow 
unless there is rain and/or soil moisture. To illustrate this point 
he says the summer of 06/07 was dry, and this followed a 
very dry 2006 growing season. His perennials were unable to 
provide a signifi cant boost to livestock in autumn 2007 simply 
because it hadn’t rained for such a long time. In years such as 
this, signifi cant hand feeding and/or selling or agisting stock 
off is still required.

In a more normal year, Will has a set plan as to how each class 
of stock on the farm utilizes the range of tagasaste, perennial 
pastures, annual pastures and crop stubbles on offer. Cows 
typically spend winter and spring on tagasaste, and then move 
on to stubbles over summer, before returning to tagasaste in 
the autumn to calve down when they might receive some hay. 
Calves meanwhile are weaned off cows in late Spring and then 
spend time over summer and autumn on the higher feed quality 
offered by the perennial grasses, tagasaste and better crop 
stubbles. 

Will’s SAMM x Merino ewes spend all year on annual 
pastures, but are confi nement fed at the break of season with 
hay, lupins and seconds wheat. This allows annual pastures 
a chance to get away for a few weeks. The Poll Dorset cross 
lambs are weaned in Spring and initially spend time on 

subclover pastures until they are put on the better crop stubble 
paddocks after harvest. They are progressively sold from 
November through to February. So far Will has not grazed his 
sheep on perennial pastures, partly because cattle are so much 
more suited to tagasaste, and partly because he is worried the 
sheep might overgraze the perennial grasses. As a result, the 
sheep fl ock has received signifi cantly more supplementary 
feeding than the cattle herd. As Will points out, this quickly 
erodes profi t margins.  

Due to the current low margins with breeding cows, and the 
unpredictability of recent seasons, Will is interested in doing 
some trading of young stock over winter and spring. This 
should improve returns, as pasture is more effi ciently converted 
to live weight gain in young cattle compared to cows and 
calves. Cow numbers would be reduced to make room for these 
trade cattle, thus reducing the number of animals carried over 
summer and autumn each year. This would reduce the need for 
expensive and time consuming supplementary feeding. And 
also provide more fl exibility in a tough year, as the number of 
trade animals purchased could simply be reduced or the timing 
of purchase delayed.

Will concludes by saying that the 4 to 6 week longer growing 
season and the ability to convert summer rain into green feed 
are the two big economic advantages that perennials have over 
annuals. By more effi ciently turning every drop of rainfall 
into grass, he has been able to increase animal production 
per hectare without increasing the need for expensive 
supplementary feeding.

This case study is part of the Perennial Pasture Companions 
Project supported by Caring for Our Country.

Continued

Tagasaste with perennial grass inter-row

Cows grazing Tagasaste
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Background and Methodology

The inclusion of perennial pastures is well known to be 
benefi cial to the sustainability of farms but less information 
is known about the real effect they have on the whole system 
– soils, pastures and animals. This information is essential 
to assist producers make decisions about whether to plant 
perennials to cope with predicted decreases in autumn/winter/
spring rainfall and increased summer rain.

The Grazing Systems Analysis project at Mt Barker Research 
Station, now in its 5th season, is attempting to measure the 
benefi ts of perennial pastures to a sheep-meat and wool 
enterprise. The project aims to measure over a minimum of 7 
years the effect on production, profi tability and sustainability of 
introducing perennial pastures into an annual-based system.

The demonstration comprises two adjacent “farmlets”:
1. Perennial Farmlet (24.5 ha) contains annual pastures 

which have been replaced by perennial pastures sown on 
50% of the total area in 2005: (SARDI 10 Lucerne - 19%, 
Whittet Kikuyu - 19%, Quantam Max P Tall Fescue - 
12%)

2. Annual Farmlet (18.8 ha) contains only annual species 
(sub-clover, annual grasses, capeweed)

Ewes on both farmlets are managed to condition score (CS) 
targets as recommended by the Lifetime Wool project: that 
is, CS 3.0+ at mating, gradual loss in condition to day 100 of 
pregnancy, then either regaining to the original mating CS by 
lambing using green feed, or maintaining ewe condition using a 
combination of supplements and green feed.

Grazing management decisions are based on providing 
adequate amounts of feed on offer (FOO) to reach the CS 
targets. This ‘standardises’ feeding regimes for sheep on both 
farmlets and allows the contribution of perennial pastures in 
achieving target condition scores to be assessed. For example, 
twin-bearing ewes get the best FOO that is available during late 
pregnancy and lactation. Where FOO is below requirement, the 
defi cit in energy is made up using supplementary feed.

Prior to 2009, decisions were made in consultation with a local 
Farmer Advisory Group but this advisory group was expanded 
after a review of the project in Feb 09 to include more 
producers, consultants, researchers and development offi cers 
who could contribute to the project so it better addressed the 
perennial question.

Since perennial pastures require a few years to ‘mature’, 
production data from summer-autumn 08/09 is presented 
below.

Pasture production summer 08/09

The pasture growth rate (PGR) of pastures on the Perennial 
Farmlet from senescence in 2008 is shown in Figure 1. Tall 
fescue failed to persist after the establishment year so only data 
for lucerne and kikuyu is presented. The annual pasture growth 
is a weighted average for the annual pasture paddocks on the 
Perennial Farmlet.

Late-season rain (61 mm on 21 Nov 08) ensured summer 
growth of lucerne and kikuyu until early Feb when growth 
stopped due to lack of soil moisture. All pastures responded to 
23 mm in early Mar 09, but subsequent falls were intermittent 
and less than 10 mm until late May.

Mt Barker Research Station - Annuals vs Perennials
Mike Hyder, Research Offi cer DAFWA, Albany, (08) 9892 8480.
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Figure 1: Pasture growth rate (kg DM/ha/day) for perennial 
and annual pastures from Oct 08 to Sep 09 on the Grazing 

Systems Analysis project at Mt Barker

Kikuyu stolons which prevented overland fl ow in the kikuyu 
paddock after receiving 61 mm in Apr 08. 
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PGR increased from Jun onwards in the lucerne and annual-
pasture paddocks. This growth was dominated by annual 
species so the growth patterns are similar. However, the PGR 
of the kikuyu paddock was less than for other paddocks from 
Jul onwards, and is a function of the slower winter growth of 
a pasture containing 79% kikuyu, the inability of the annual 
component in the kikuyu paddock to grow as a result of dense 
matted kikuyu and the lack of adequate wetting up of the soil.

Interestingly, the reverse situation occurred the previous 
autumn when pastures in the kikuyu paddock grew at twice the 
rate [40 kg DM/ha/day] of annual pasture paddocks following 
61 mm on Mar 1. The above-ground kikuyu stolons trapped the 
overland fl ow of water, resulting in a good wetting front that 
allowed annual pastures to grow quicker than in other annual 
paddocks where signifi cant runoff occurred [see Photos].

Lamb production

There was no difference in lamb growth rate between farmlets 
to the fi rst draft on 4 Dec 08 as ewes were given access to 
pastures where feed on offer, dominated by annual pastures, 
exceeded 1500 kg DM/ha during this period. Consequently, 
there was no difference between farmlets in the % lambs sold 
[21 vs 20%].

However, due to late season rain and availability of green 
perennial lucerne and kikuyu, lambs on the Perennial Farmlet 
were 2 kg heavier by the second draft on 2 Feb 09. Nineteen 
percent of the lambs from the Perennial Farmlet reached the 
target 44 kg paddock weight in this period, compared to only 
6% from the Annual farmlet.

Ewe condition score (CS) profi le and feeding

The CS profi le for ewes on both farmlets is shown in Figure 
2. Ewes remained above the target CS for the majority of the 
season. Feeding commenced on both farmlets in mid-January.

The perennial pastures maintained ewes until the end of mating 
but barley was introduced from late Feb as pastures declined, 
starting at 100 g/ha/day but increasing to 700 g/ha/day by 3 
Jul due to low availability of pasture. The annual farmlet ewes 
were fed predominantly silage [1.4 kg/ha/day] and 100 g/h/d 
barley increasing to 300 g/ha/day by 3 Jul.

Summing all feed fed on the farmlets and converting to 
Megajoules of energy shows the Perennial farmlet required 
31% less feed compared to ewes on the Annual farmlet.

Economics

The best way to compare the two farming systems is using 
their respective cumulative net incomes over time. For the four 
year period from when the perennials were established in 2005 
to the 2008 season, the cumulative net income of the Annual 
Farmlet exceeded that of the Perennial Farmlet. However, in 
the fourth year there was a narrowing of the difference between 
the cumulative net incomes of the two systems. The lower 
supplementary feeding costs of the Perennial Farmlet relative 
to the Annual Farmlet produced higher profi ts for the Perennial 
Farmlet, so the Perennial Farmlet is showing signs of making 
up for the initial establishment costs of perennial pastures.

Measurements over the next 2-5 summers are needed to 
determine if these positive trends continue and indicate the real 
value of perennials to the farming system.

Continued

Figure 2. Condition score profi le for ewes from the Perennial 
and Annual Farmlets during 2009.
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Perennial Species Sown: 

Old Man and River Saltbush, planted in alleys with 3 mounded 
rows in each strip.

Perennial pasture mix planted in the alley ways between the 
saltbush strips; Phalaris, Chicory and Plantain. Puccinellia was 
already established in the area. The perennial mix was over-
sown into the Puccinellia. The aim would have been to sow 
Tall Wheat Grass in the inter-rows but seed was not available.

Lucerne has been sown further up the landscape in different 
paddocks.

Reason for species selection:

The main reason was to increase the biodiversity on the farm. 
We planned to try a few different pasture and forage species 
to increase the mix of available feed for stock which would 
increase our grazing options.

The main planting was in and around salt fl ats where the 
scald was quite evident. This was effectively unproductive 
‘wasteland’ so we were hoping to turn this around, not so 
much as eradicating the salt but being able to utilise the land a 
bit more.

The lucerne planting was to further increase our grazing 
options. It gave us an extra aspect to our grazing (namely 
summer and autumn) which was previously fairly restricted.

Area sown:

The salt fl at where the salt bush and the perennial pasture 
mix were sown was 46 hectares. The lucerne areas total 18 
hectares.

Pre-sowing preparation:

Before we planted anything we had to do some signifi cant 
earthworks. In autumn contractors did the mounding and 
drainage to set the area up before we could plant. They also 
sprayed the area with Glyphosate, wetter and ammonium 
sulphate.

The perennial pasture mix areas in between the salt bush alleys 
was lightly limed at about 0.5 t/ha the fi rst autumn before the 
salt bush planting. This was more for the calcium to ameliorate 
the salt.

The areas to be planted to lucerne were limed at about 3 t/ha 
and top-dressed with poultry manure pre-sowing. These areas 
had one strong Glyphosate based knockdown pre-sowing as it 
was a spring planting and the kill needed to be good.

Sowing:

We used a contractor to plant saltbush seedlings in winter 
2007. You can plant it out as seed which is a bit cheaper but 
the feeling was that the seedlings, being more advanced, 
would have a better survival rate in extreme weather 
conditions. We have a 40 foot boom spray so the alleys were 
made to be 40 foot wide to get the boom in. In some areas it 
was not practical to leave alleys so about 40% of the 46 ha 
area ended up being block planted to saltbush.

The lucerne was sown in spring 2007 with a disc combine 
that had press-wheels. Seed placement was shallow. Seed was 
pre-coated with inoculant. This had the poultry manure pre-
planting so we didn’t sow with any fertiliser.

The perennial pasture mix (phalaris, chicory and plantain) was 
planted in spring 2008. We used a disc combine with press-
wheels to apply pressure. The mix contained one third each of 

Summary

Name: David & Lyn Mathwin

Location: Jingalup, 40 km South West Kojonup

Arable Area: 600 ha

Farm System: 80% sheep for wool and cross-bred lambs, 
20% cropping.

Species Sown: Saltbush, perennial pasture mix, Lucerne.

Sowing Time: Saltbush planted June/July 2007. Lucerne 
sown spring 2007. Perennial pasture mix sown spring 2008.

Soil Type: Grey yate clay with some duplex sandy loam 
over clay in the salt fl at areas. The lucerne was sown into a 
gravelly duplex soil.

Case Study - David & Lyn Mathwin, “Trentham”, Kojonup
Paul Omodei, agVivo, Manjimup, Ph: (08) 9777 2980.
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phalaris, chicory and plantain. It was sown at 6-7 kg/ha, so the 
rates of each would have been just over 2 kg/ha. We put Agstar 
down the tube at sowing which is the only fertiliser the mix 
has had to date.

Post-sowing:

There are a few things you need to watch for after planting. 
The waterlogging with saltbush, not that you can do much 
about it then except for maybe improve the drainage a little. 
Fortunately we didn’t have any trouble.

Because of the time of the year (spring) we had to watch for 
red legged earth mite damage with both the lucerne and the 
perennial pasture mix. We monitored but didn’t have any 
damage from them.

Grazing management:

Since we planted the saltbush it has been grazed twice in the 
fi rst 18 months; fi rst in autumn 2008 and then again in spring 
2008 once it had recovered. The 46 ha paddock was split into 
four sections so we could control the grazing a bit better. We 
put about 1300 ewes in and pulse grazed each section. We let 
them graze it down to sticks before we moved them on. They 
were in there for a total of 5 weeks (7-10 days each section) 
and then we took them out. It’s worked well so far because it 
really takes the pressure off the other parts of the farm at those 
times of the year especially autumn when annual pastures are 
just getting going and the ewes are coming up to lambing. 
We take them off about a week before lambing because the 
landscape is quite low-lying and we don’t want them lambing 
down there in case it gets too wet.

We basically graze to whichever species we want to persist 
at the time. As the saltbush was planted 18 months before the 
pasture mix, we grazed to saltbush initially. Now the saltbush 
is fairly well established, we will start grazing to the pasture 
mix now until it is well established.

The lucerne is also rotationally grazed. We used this for the 
cross-bred lambs. It gives our grazing system further options 
that we didn’t have before. They’re all part of the grazing 
system where before we didn’t really have much of a system. 
There was only one aspect – annual pastures backed up with 
hand-feeding during summer and autumn.

Nutritional Management:

We prepared the ground before planting to get the conditions 
favourable for the different species to grow. The saltbush 
and perennial pasture mix had a low rate of lime (500 kg/ha) 

to reduce the harsh effects of the salt scald so that the plants 
could become established. The perennial mix had Agstar at 
planting. We will monitor the growth and salt levels and keep 
the fertiliser levels in check.

The lucerne had a higher rate of lime pre-sowing. It needs 
a higher pH so we applied 3 t/ha lime. The poultry manure 
was to build up the soil nutrient base and have a longer 
lasting effect – almost slow release. Again, we monitor levels 
regularly and will adjust the regime if necessary.

Establishment Year Review:

We are very happy with the establishment. The plan was well 
devised and executed and the logistics of the whole thing 
panned out well.

Having a few seasons to prepare ground and establish the 
different species has really benefi ted the success of the 
establishment.

Key Benefi ts:

The perennials provide more options with our stock as far as 
grazing and improving the biodiversity. The whole economics 
of the farm has benefi ted as we did not have many options 
before. The extra infrastructure (fencing, water) has helped 
enormously.

The biology of the salt fl at area has already shown signs of 
improving. The salt scalds are starting to fi ll in now (within 
2 years) so it must be dropping the salt levels. From an 
economic and a biodiversity aspect this is a huge benefi t. It 
has made wasteland useful again. It hasn’t completely turned it 
around but it has given it a productive purpose.

This site was established with funding by South West 
Catchments Council through the Department of Water "Warren 
perennials project 2007-2008"

Continued
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Smarter Nutrient Management
Sam Taylor, agVivo, Dardanup, Ph: 0429 332 593.

A recent project in the South West funded by grower levies 
through Western Dairy has looked at the issue of nutrient 
management on farm.

Background to project

In July 2008, Western Dairy received funding from the Federal 
Government (National Landcare Project, now Caring for our 
Country) to run the one year project - ‘Nutrient Management 
Systems for Dairying’ in the South West of Western Australia. 
Further funding was provided by Dairy Australia; this 
enabled the project to be extended twofold – by increasing 
the number of pilot farms from 10 to 12, and also increasing 
the conventional soil analysis to 40 instead of 10 paddocks. In 
addition the project was strongly supported by the University 
of WA and DAFWA, and in particular the Greener Pastures 
team at Vasse Research Station.

The aim of the project was to raise the awareness of the 
importance in whole farm soil analysis and nutrient budgeting 
as a tool for effi cient nutrient management on farm. On a 
second level, the project aimed to better understand soil 
biology and its implications for soil management.

The project provided a soil analysis service to the pilot farms 
on two levels:-

A conventional, yet extensive soil analysis, covering pH, NPK, 
plus minor and trace elements. Sam Taylor, consultant, agVivo, 
lead this section.

Soil Biology analysis, covering labile carbon, microbial 
biomass carbon, microbial respiration and potentially 
mineralisable nitrogen. Dr Andrew Wherrett of UWA lead this 
section of the project and it is now incorporated in the UWA 
soil quality project (www.soilquality.org.au).

Discussion

Extensive soil testing was carried out in up to 40 paddocks per 
farm. The results from this testing revealed large differences 
between paddocks in soil nutrient concentrations and soil 
health parameters such as pH. From this soil testing program, 
farm nutrient maps were developed, allow visual identifi cation 
of farm nutrient status on a per paddock basis. The presentation 
of soil test information in this way has a signifi cant farmer 
impact, and will lead to increase adoption of farm nutrient 
management practices. A sample nutrient map for potassium is 
below:

Based on a map such as this, individual paddock management 
has been implemented, resulting in savings on the Autumn 

fertiliser spend of approximately $10,000, or 33% for this 
application. Previous management practice would have applied 
a blanket application of 25 kg K/ha. Maps such as this were 
developed for pH, Phosphorus and Potassium.

The project also developed a simple on farm calculator for 
determining the nutrient surplus or defi cit for Nitrogen and 
Phosphorus on farm, and also the effi ciency of use for these 
nutrients. Farm Gate Nutrient Balance Survey work carried 
out between 2002 to 2008 in 7 catchments in the South West 
of WA (Weaver et al 2008) over 400 properties revealed that 
the effi ciencies (output of N/P / input of N/P) for dairy farms 
for Nitrogen and Phosphorus respectively was 19 and 28%. 
Preliminary results from the group of 12 farms involved 
showed a Nitrogen effi ciency of 36% and a P effi ciency of 
44%.

Recommendations & Summary

From the interpretation of soil test data, it can be seen that there 
is signifi cant scope to change management practices in relation 
to on farm nutrient applications.

Intensive Testing Soil Testing Regime: The value of intensive 
soil testing is proving to be extremely worthwhile, and this will 
further prove itself in time as continued testing defi nes paddock 
trends in relation to nutrient levels and soil physical properties. 
With a more stringent analysis of management techniques 
and applications, growers can gain a better understanding of 
the fertiliser decisions they are making. This ultimately leads 
to improved pasture productivity as fertiliser can be applied 
where it is required at the most appropriate rate, rather than a 
blanket application across a paddock or property as a “best fi t”.

Continued testing of all paddocks is advised to aid grower’s 
future nutrient management decisions.  As several growers 
have said during the course of the project, “I only have to save 
a few tonnes of fertiliser to cover the cost of the sampling.”  
Soil sampling should be carried out every 3-4 years.
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Continued

Paddock Specifi c Applications: Now that growers have soil 
test data for every paddock, they can clearly see that there 
are large differences in soil characteristics and nutrient levels 
and requirements between paddocks. As a result of this, an 
apparent change is required in treating land management 
units separately, as this will improve nutrient availability at 
critical times during the season and prevent under, and more 
importantly, over fertilising from occurring. It is the over 
fertilising of nutrients such as Phosphorous and Nitrogen 
that represent the greatest environmental dangers and have 
the largest off site impact. By changing to paddock specifi c 
applications, growers can work with the physical characteristics 
of the paddock (ie PBI and nutrient levels) to ensure that 
enough fertiliser is applied to reach production targets, whilst 
minimising potential off site impacts.

Moving away from blanket application rates across properties, 
to paddock specifi c applications of key nutrients such as 
Nitrogen, Phosphorus & Potassium is recommended.

Summary

Land managers will undoubtedly come under increased 
scrutiny regarding the use of bulk fertiliser in future years, 
particularly in those areas deemed to be environmentally 
sensitive. Combined with the inevitable “cost price squeeze” 
of farming, it makes sense that growers only apply fertiliser 
where pasture responses will be seen and at rates which are 
economically sustainable.

Case Study:
Ken and Liz Macleay - Blackrock Angus, Vasse WA.

Ken Macleay breeds Stud Angus cattle on his property at 
Vasse.

Intensity of Testing Changes Practice

Ken regularly used 2 soil test kits (12 sites) per annum, 
returning to the same paddocks each year for sampling. 
These results were used to implement Ken’s fertiliser 
program which in the past has been as much as 80 tonnes of 
Super Potash type product in the autumn and 40 tonnes of 
spring fertiliser.

Ken also limes a portion of the farm annually, working on 
a 5 or 6 year rotation of the property. Based on previous 
soil testing Ken has demonstrated best practice in fertilizer 
management. The whole farm soil testing employed during 
the project has resulted in Ken revising and instigating 
signifi cant management changes on his farm.

pH

Ken has recognised soil acidity to be a problem on his farm 
and has regularly limed each year. The whole farm testing 
highlighted pH to be a far greater issue than Ken initially 
realized. The whole farm pH map showed large sections 
of the property had a pH of less than 5.0(CaCl); with the 
current regime the target of 5.5 (CaCl) would be diffi cult to 
attain.

Ken increases his lime application this season from 100T 
annually to 300T annually. Raising the pH will potentially 
increase nutrient availability and pasture production 

associated with better root growth and nutrient uptake. Many 
of the low pH areas are those which Ken relies heavily upon 
for fodder conservation. As a large amount of conserved 
fodder is required to carry animals through the autumn and 
early winter periods, looking after these fodder production 
areas is a high priority for Ken.

Phosphorus

The historical fertiliser applications have resulted in Ken’s 
property having good levels of phosphorous in the soil. For 
the paddocks of high P levels, Ken has reduced this seasons 
P applications to the minimum or none,. Last season, Ken 
applied 11 kg P/ha across the farm; this season Ken applied 
an average of 6.6 kg P/ha, a 40% reduction in P input, The P 
applications were targeted with areas of the farm identifi ed 
with a low P status received 10 kg P/ha, whilst areas of the 
farm with historically better P levels only received 4.5 kg 
P/ha. Due to very high P levels in some areas, 5% of the 
grazing area received no fertiliser at all.

Based on 2009 prices, Ken's original P programme of 55T 
super Potash 5:1 would have cost ~$34,000 plus freight and 
spreading. With the revises strategy, Ken has spent $22,000 - 
a saving of $12,000 or ~$32/ha.

Inputs of K remain similar to the previous season.

This saving on the P fertilizer has fi nanced the increase in 
lime application this year; even with the additional cost of 
lime Ken has saved $5000, but equally important, the new 
fertilizer and lime programme will have long term benefi ts 
on pasture productivity and of course the environment.
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Bioactive plants for livestock production
Zoey Durmac (UWA), Phil Vercoe (UWA) and Dean Revell (CSIRO).

Key messages

Greenhouse emissions, climate change and increasing 
consumer demands are major issues affecting livestock 
production in Australia.

UWA and CSIRO are leading a program investigating the 
potential of using Australian native plants as novel forages 
that, amongst other benefi ts, may also help reduce methane 
emissions from the gut of animals.

Ruminants, plants and methane

Ruminants have evolved to make use of relatively low quality 
forage; this is their competitive advantage over animals 
with ‘simpler’ digestive systems. They can do this because 
of a living ecosystem of microorganisms in their rumen 
that possess the necessary enzymes to break down fi bre 
(something we mammals can’t do on our own). The fermented 
plant material provides animals with energy and (microbial) 
protein, but as with all biological systems, not all of the 
potential energy and nutrients are captured. In the case of 
ruminants, some of the energy is lost (wasted) as methane.

This normal biological process is receiving bad press 
because methane is a greenhouse gas. About 30% of the gas 
that ruminants (sheep, cattle, goats, etc.) belch is methane. 
However, the net impact on the environment of ruminant 
production systems also needs to take into account that 
atmospheric carbon is assimilated by plants, turned into plant 
nutrients, then used (eaten) by ruminants in the production if 
high quality food or fi bre. Nevertheless, the transformation of 
some of the plant carbon into methane is an issue we cannot 
ignore, because methane is a more potent greenhouse gas than 
carbon dioxide.

The more of the plant-
derived carbon lost 
from the rumen as 
methane, the worse 
off we’ll be, both from 
an animal production 
and environmental 
perspective, as 
methane is a waste 
product for the animal 
that we’d like to 
reduce anyway to 
improve productivity. 
An area of particular 
interest to us is the 

role of different forages and forage combinations to reduce 
methane production.

Feeding ‘bioactive’ plants may reduce ruminant methane 
emissions

Plants produce chemicals to defend themselves against 
pathogens, parasites, insects, overgrazing and to survive 
in harsh environments. In livestock production, these so-
called ‘secondary plant compounds’ have been viewed as 
undesirable because, at high concentrations, many of them 
are anti-nutritional or even toxic to the animal. However, the 
difference between a ‘toxin’ and a ‘cure’ is often related to 
the dose taken and there are good reasons to expect that at 
lower concentrations, the same compounds that are toxic may 
become benefi cial.

Fortunately, animals have evolved to eat a range of foods, not 
just one, because the easiest way to ensure a low intake of 
these secondary plant compounds is to consume a diverse diet 
and avoid the over-consumption of any one plant - Grandma’s 
advice of ‘everything in moderation’ is standing the test of 
time! The human pharmaceutical and nutraceutical industries 
have been aware of this for a long time; indeed the use of 
‘bioactive’ plants as medicinal herbs to cure bacterial diseases 
and aliments is well known in traditional medicine. Our 
current work is showing that ‘bioactive’ plants could also be 
used to provide benefi ts in livestock production, for example 
to inhibit methane-producing microbes in the rumen.

Plant species with anti-methanogenic properties have already 
been identifi ed in Europe, and the results from our study 
suggest that plants with similar properties exist in Australia. 
The plants we have been screening for this attribute have 

Examples of methane produced from fermentation of Australian native plants by rumen microorganisms. 
Many of the plants we've tested are associated with low methane production.
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For more than 40 years, CSBP’s been offering a nutrient analysis service that’s helped us identify nutrient  
deficiencies and tailor fertiliser programs for our customers. CSBP’s exclusive NUlogic interpretation service  
provides accurate fertiliser recommendations specifically formulated to optimise profit for each paddock and  
is offered free of charge to our customers. 

Pick up your NUlogic Soil Analysis kits from your local CSBP sales agent outlet today. Freecall 1800 808 728

It’s just one of the ways that our 100 years of experience is helping our customers achieve  
their potential.

mostly been Australian shrubs, as part of a larger piece of 
work to develop principles for incorporating forage shrubs 
into grazing systems for multiple benefi ts (production and 
natural resource outcomes). So far, we’ve screened about 
100 species, and have seen the potential of some plants to 
reduce methane (see Figure 1). We are looking for plants that 
maintain good rumen microbial fermentation (to break down 
the plant material) but also target specifi c methane-producing 
populations in the rumen to reduce the proportion of methane 
the animals belch.

In our screening of plants, we’ve learnt that methane-reducing 
effects can vary over time; depending on factors like where 
the plants were growing and how old they were. This variation 
makes it diffi cult to give a simple answer to a simple question: 
what plants reduce methane production? We’ve seen the 
potential of plants to reduce methane, but we are now in the 
exciting phase of unraveling the details behind how they do 
it so that we can capitalize on the potential. We don’t imagine 
there is a silver bullet plant that will take the world by storm, 
but we do envisage being able to provide sound principles 

for incorporating alternative plants into more diverse grazing 
systems that allow for a range of benefi ts – and just one of 
these benefi ts could be reducing methane production.

It’s all part of a bigger picture

The concept of bioactive plants goes well beyond methane 
production.  For example, gastro-intestinal worms and 
diarrhoea-causing bacteria are also affected by plant 
compounds and this approach may offer a more natural and 
effi cient way of keeping these under control. We see this as a 
terrifi c opportunity to re-consider the mix of plants, as opposed 
to monocultures, that are presented to grazing animals. A more 
diverse forage base has other benefi ts as well, including risk 
management and increasing our capacity to be profi table and 
sustainable in a variable and changing climate.
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Sub-tropical grasses are showing excellent potential in 
the northern agricultural region, however over the last 12 
months there have been a number of reports of secondary 
photosensitisation in young stock grazing these pastures.

Pathology investigations have identifi ed saponin induced 
photosensitisation as the issue. In the literature, both signal 
grass and panic grass are reported to contain steroidal 
saponins and have previously been linked with secondary 
photosensitisation, though it is uncommon. Rhodes grass does 
not contain saponins.

No research on steroidal saponins in sub-tropical grasses 
has been undertaken in Australia, however the link between 
steroidal saponins and secondary photosensitisation has been 
studied extensively overseas. Assays have been developed 
in New Zealand and the United States to identify the two 
problem compounds in plant samples. The ChemCentre of 
WA is currently setting up these assays which will be the 
fi rst time these tests have been undertaken in Australia. This 
is a big advantage in our endeavour to understand what is 
happening in the fi eld, as it can be diffi cult to link disorders 
in livestock grazing specifi c pastures, to their exact cause. For 
example, some mystery still surrounds the specifi c processes 
in photosensitisation with biserrulla, kikuyu poisoning and 
phalaris staggers).

A project recently funded by the Cattle Industry Compensation 
Fund will measure seasonal saponin concentrations in sub-
tropical grasses. It is a joint project between DAFWA (pasture 
and veterinary groups) and the ChemCentre of WA (Dr E. 
Swinny).

The project aims are to: 
● monitor seasonal concentrations of steroidal saponins 

in signal grass and panic grass across four fi eld sites 
over two years to cover different soil and environmental 
conditions and stresses.

●  determine under controlled conditions how the 
environment and management infl uence saponin 
concentrations.

●  investigate the potential of developing a new panic grass 
cultivar with low saponin concentrations compared with 
the commercial varieties (Gatton, green panic).

An experienced Technical Advisory Group will oversee the 
project with Bob Leeson representing Evergreen Farming. 
Their role will be to provide specialist technical advice and 
direction to the project and to assist in developing guidelines 
for safe grazing of these pastures.

Developing effective management options to minimise the 
risk of secondary photosensitisation is a high priority for 
both farms with existing perennial grass pastures and for 
continued adoption. Understanding the seasonal concentrations 
of saponins in signal grass and panic grass and the response 
to changed environmental stress (e.g. cold, moisture stress) 
and climatic conditions (extended dry period, out-of-season 
rainfall) is a fundamental step in developing grazing guidelines 
for producers.

For information on identifying secondary photosensitisation 
in stock and grazing guidelines refer to the report by Helen 
Spillman in the Evergreen Newsletter March 2009.

Saponins in grasses - what is happening?
Geoff Moore & Helen Blake, DAFWA, South Perth, Ph: (08) 9368 3293. 

There have been numerous reports from overseas of 
secondary photosensitisation on signal grass.

James Redford explains how he manages his tagasaste as part 
of the Gingin Field Day
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Gingin cattle thrive on perennials
Tom Bailey, Evergreen Farming, Katanning, Ph: (08) 9821 3333.

On 24th September, 60 Evergreen members and guests turned 
out to see fi rst hand the advantages of sub tropical and other 
perennial pastures in the Gingin area.

At 'Glencoe', farm manager Murray Green showed the fi eld 
day participants over sowings of the Northern Evergreen mix, 
Lucerne and Kikuyu. The property has a diverse mix of soil 
types but Murray has planted perennial pastures predominantly 
on the lighter sands that traditionally support a mix of annual 
grasses and blue lupins.

To Murray’s obvious delight, the 2008 sown Evergreen mix, 
which contains a mix of Gatton Panic, Rhodes and Signal 
grass, has been running at a very high stocking rate of 17 
DSE/ha since May. Murray typically utilises these perennial 
paddocks by shutting them up in October and keeping them 
for weaner cattle. On the combination of dry annuals and the 
fresh feed supplied by the Evergreen mix, the weaners often 
gain half a kilogram a day in the January to February period.

Murray has planted Lucerne on some of the better sands on 
the property and this has persisted well on the loamy sands. 
Murray’s weaner cattle gained 0.7 kg/head/day on this lucerne 
pasture in January 2009.

Low lying sandy areas on the property have been sown to 
kikuyu and strawberry clover, and these areas are a pivotal 
part of the summer grazing strategy. Field day attendees saw 
fi rst hand how the kikuyu pasture had transformed what was 
once white “beach” sand into beautiful brown organic matter 
rich soil.

Moving on to Phil Barrett-Lennard’s 'Beermullah' property, 
the Evergreen fi eld day participants waded through knee 
deep stands of annual legumes that had been sown into 
existing Panic and Rhodes grass pastures. The aim was to 
increase winter feed and to provide nitrogen for the perennial 
grasses. The Panic and Rhodes grass were sown in 2005 and 
established well, while in June 2007, a triple disc drill was 
used to sow a mixture of Pink and Yellow Serradella, Prima 
Gland Clover, Balansa clover, Arrowleaf clover, Dalkeith sub 
clover and Safegard ryegrass into the perennial grass pasture.

Phil chose this mix of perennial grasses and annual legumes 
because of the variable soil types in the paddock, and because 
of the increasingly variable seasons the property experiences. 
Pasture scientist Brad Nutt from DAFWA explained how 
the legumes differ in their levels of hard seed and how that 
hard seed softens over autumn. He explained how mix would 
change each year due to the impact of false breaks.

Phil grazed the paddock until early August and then locked 
it up to maximise seed set of the annual legumes. As a result, 
one of Evergreen’s younger members had a wonderful time 
exploring the lush pasture(see from cover).

In an adjoining paddock, Phil had dry sown a mixture of Oats, 
Ryegrass, Balansa and Persian Clover, Cadiz Serradella and 
Forage Brassica on some heavier country for extra summer 
feed. But rather than cutting this paddock and then baling 
it for hay, the windrows will be left in-situ and strip grazed 
by weaners in autumn, reducing the cost of supplementing 
feeding.

The last stop of the day was at Rob and James Redford’s 
'Mogumber Pastoral' where they are trialling Elephant Grass. 
From a nursery plot where the Redford’s have been growing 
the Elephant Grass for a number of years, cuttings have 
been taken and planted out by hand in rows in amongst a 
newly sown Evergreen Northern Mix perennial planting. The 
Redford’s believes it offers great promise for the deep sandy 
soils on their property, being drought tolerant and capable of 
producing green feed in the middle of summer.

The Redford’s also showed off their 1000 acres of Tagasaste, 
planted in single rows to simplify management. It is grazed 
year round by their cattle and is a crucial component of their 
zero supplementary feeding beef enterprise.

After a very successful Field Day, the Evergreen members 
held their AGM and a dinner at the CU@Park café/restaurant 
in Gingin.

Murray Green showing us his lucerne
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Bunch grasses on the south coast...?
Geoff Moore (DAFWA) - Ph: (08) 9368 3283 & Tony Albertsen (CRC Future Farm Industries).

On the south coast, kikuyu is the most widely sown sub-
tropical grass with an estimated area of 60 to 90,000 ha. There 
are some good reasons for the widespread adoption of kikuyu 
as it is well adapted to the sandy soils with its deep root 
system, it is highly grazing tolerant and the maintenance of 
high groundcover minimises the risk of wind erosion. On the 
other hand, the area of sub-tropical grasses apart from kikuyu 
is still relatively small.

Is there a role for ‘other’ sub-tropical grasses on the south 
coast? Some species like panic grass and Rhodes grass are 
showing excellent potential and have been widely sown in the 
northern agricultural region (NAR). What is their potential 
role on the south coast? Could they complement kikuyu?

In a perennial variety trial on the Esperance sandplain the 
best performed sub-tropical grasses were Finecut and Callide 
Rhodes grass, Narok and Splenda setaria, and green and 
Gatton panic, which all produced signifi cantly more total 
biomass than kikuyu and produced 57 to 77% more biomass 
than the annual pasture control.

These results are promising but these species still need to 
add something extra in comparison with kikuyu to be widely 
considered.

Rhodes grass had the highest biomass production and was 
signifi cantly more productive than kikuyu, however it does 
require some form of rotational grazing and the feed quality is 
generally suitable for maintaining rather than growing animals 
(digestibility typically 60-65%). Rhodes grass is relatively 
short-lived and may not persist in the long-term; while kikuyu, 
panic and setaria are all long lived species with excellent 
persistence if managed correctly. Rhodes grass could have a 

role as a medium-term pasture (as it can be removed) or more 
likely as part of a mixture.

The bunch grasses, in particular panic grass and setaria have 
not been widely grown on the south coast, but results from 
Esperance show they can produce signifi cantly more biomass 
from late spring through to late summer than kikuyu (Fig 1).

Setaria could be a viable option on soils prone to waterlogging 
as it has good waterlogging tolerance.

The panic grasses are worth considering as they are highly 
palatable. They are likely to produce much higher biomass 
than kikuyu if there is signifi cant early summer rainfall. Once 
again they would require some form of rotational grazing to 
persist in the long-term.

When the water use effi ciency (WUE) of sub-tropical grasses 
was compared across fi ve geographically diverse sites, the 
results suggest the grasses may be more effi cient at turning 
rainfall into biomass on the south coast than in the NAR. As a 
general guide, well adapted sub-tropical perennial grasses with 
a good plant density will have a water use effi ciency (WUE) 
>10 kg/ha/mm, moderately well adapted species will have a 
WUE of 5-10 kg/ha/mm and poorly adapted species a WUE 
<2 kg/ha/mm (Table 2).

The WUE of Gatton panic was 11.2 and 10.0 kg/ha/mm at the 
Badgingarra and Irwin sites respectively where it is considered 
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including deep sands
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Grazing Requires some form of rotational grazing for 

good persistence, although can usually be set-

stocked by cattle during the growing season.

Livestock disorders Can contain 

saponins which may 
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young stock
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oxalate (not suitable 

for horses)

Fig 1. Seasonal production of perennial grasses at Esperance.

Table 1. Soil-climate and grazing requirements
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to be a well adapted and productive species, 
while the WUE at Esperance was higher at 13.0 
kg/ha/mm (Table 1). Setaria is less suited to the 
NAR but had a WUE of 16-17.5 kg/ha/mm at 
Esperance, which reinforces how well adapted 
it is to the south coast.

The soil-climate and grazing requirements for 
panic grass and setaria are summarised in the 
Table 2.

With high lamb prices creating an outstanding economic 
outlook for sheep, 2010 is shaping up to be the year of the 
hogget. In this interview Marcus Sounness answers some 
frequently asked questions about 2010 the international year of 
the hogget.

With recent high lamb prices why isn’t 2010 the year of the 
lamb?

High lamb prices mean that any lamb that makes it to a hogget 
must be a very special animal indeed and it is the ewe hogget 
that forms the backbone of our industry because as sheep 
numbers teeter on the balance, the replacement ewe is critical 
to the future of the industry.

How can I help celebrate 2010 the international year of the 
hogget?

In short many and varied ways. Got some old clackers out the 
back paddock?...Thinking of sending them to the abattoirs?... 
Mate them to the breed of your choice instead! While in the 
long term genetics could lift lambing percentages, in the short 
term, much improvement can be made just by improving the 
nutrition of the ewe at critical times in the breeding cycle. What 
better way to supply adequate nutrition at critical times than to 
grow some perennial pastures!

How did 2010 become the International year of the hogget?

From little things big things grow. At a recent economic 
outlook meeting pessimism abounded, but what shining 
light could be seen glowing out of all that gloom? The sheep 
industries! When the analyst was asked what their offi ce was 
doing to celebrate 2010 the international year of the hogget....
well next week they were off to New Zealand (another country) 

and the week after that Queensland (practically another 
country) to spread the word and make 2010 the year of the 
hogget truly an international event!

If I tell people about 2010 the international year of the 
hogget will I be bestowed with great fortune?

Unlike those annoying emails, that claim great fortune or a 
blessing from the Dalai Lama if you annoy other good people 
with unsolicited mail, we are not saying that good things will 
happen to you if you spread the word. However good things 
will happen to the nation if the spirit of 2010 the international 
year of the hogget is embraced and actions are taken to ensure 
the future of our sheep industries!

How can I participate if I don’t have any hoggets?

Fear not, you don’t have to feel left out. For the consumer 
you could pick up an extra pack of delicious Australian lamb 
today! For the all grain producer you could offer that problem 
paddock up to a local sheep producer under an agistment or 
share farming arrangement. If you are a cattle producer and 
don’t want to be left out you could consider diversifying...

Who can I contact for further enquiries about 2010 the 
international year of the hogget?

All major sheep industry groups should be able to assist you in 
making 2010 the international year of the hogget a triumphant 
event which ensures a bright future for the sheep industries. 
So contact Meat and Livestock Australia, Australian Wool 
Innovation, Sheep CRC, your state Department of Agriculture 
or local industry group to fi nd out how you can help yourself 
and the Australian sheep industry today!

2010 - The International Year of the Hogget
Marcus Sounness, Patron - International Year of the Hogget, Ph: (08) 9827 9288.

Continued

Species/Site

Water use effi ciency (kg/ha/mm)

Badgingarra Buntine Irwin Kojonup Esperance

Callide Rhodes grass 11.8 5.2 11.3 1.3 16.7

Finecut Rhodes grass - - - 2.0 19.1

Gatton panic 11.2 - 10.0 0.9 13.0

Green panic 11.3 2.2 11.4 1.4 11.2

Katambora Rhodes 11.9 5.7 9.1 2.4 -

Kikuyu 6.9 - 2.1 4.8 12.2

Narok setaria 6.2 - - 1.5 17.5

Premier digit grass 5.4 1.4 4.5 0.9 9.3

Splenda setaria 5.0 0.8 4.1 1.8 16.1

Table 2. Water use effi ciency of sub-tropical grasses
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Small Lucerne Weevil
Tom Bailey, Evergreen Farming, Katanning, Ph: (08) 9821 3333.

Incidence

Small lucerne weevil are confi ned to Southern areas of WA.

Over the last ten years there has been confi rmation of small 
lucerne weevils in the Porongorups, Gairdner, Bremer, 
Jerdacuttup and coastal pockets through to 100 km East of 
Esperance. There have been reports of adult Small lucerne 
weevil damaging seedling canola crops and lucerne pastures 
and of the larvae decimating some lucerne paddocks. Summer 
rainfall and the presence of perennial pastures could have 
encouraged their survival and build up. As the adult Small 
lucerne weevils do not fl y they tend to remain localised or 
have a limited spread unless they are transported in hay or 
machinery.

Description

The adult weevils are grey and up to 10 
mm long. During the day, most hide in 
the soil around the base of plants. Check 
in February- March in the two hours after 
sundown, when the temperature is above 

10°C. If weevils are present they will be up feeding on the 
foliage. Infestations spread slowly because the weevils cannot 
fl y, and have to walk or be carried to spread.

The larvae are soil dwelling creamy white grubs, up to 8 
mm long, with small pointed brown jaws and slightly curved 
bodies. The larvae can be found in the soil around lucerne 
roots, to a depth of 50 cm.

Life cycle

Young larvae become active in spring and feed through 
summer until mid January, when they move away from the 
roots to make cells in the soil and change into adult weevils. 
Adults emerge from the soil from mid February into March, 
most have died by June. All the adults are females and do 
not need to mate. Eggs are laid at the base of plants and after 
hatching in winter larvae burrow into the soil and begin feeding 
on the roots.

Damage

Small lucerne weevils feed on various plants. Large numbers 
of adults can cause serious damage to canola and subterranean 
clover pastures by chewing off cotyledons soon after 
germination. However, they are most damaging to lucerne 
stands. Adults feeding on the leaves can defoliate the plants, 
but the worst damage is done by the larvae as they burrow 
into the surface tissue of lucerne roots leaving characteristic 
channels about 4 mm across. Eventually plants die, resulting in 

lucerne stands with circular dead patches that increase in size 
each year as the infestation spreads. Wilting and plant death is 
most noticeable in summer when larvae are nearly fully grown 
and root damage is at a maximum. Infestations often start on 
fence lines adjacent to road reserves or scrub.

Control

Insecticides will not kill small lucerne weevil larvae, because 
they are protected in the soil. Sprays to kill adults as they 
emerge in February-March may be effective if applied twice. 
The fi rst spray is needed about one week after the fi rst weevils 
are seen, with a follow up two to three weeks later. Timing is 
critical to prevent egg laying. Sampling at night throughout 
February is the only way to fi nd the fi rst weevils. Rotations to 
break the weevil life cycle can be effective if all lucerne and 
tap rooted plants (such as dock and sorrel) are killed. Break 
crops such as cereals can be planted. A break of at least 12 
months is essential, before lucerne is re sown. Care must be 
taken to avoid carting adult weevils in hay, farm machinery and 
vehicles, from infested areas to clean paddocks.

Weevils are very hardy and can be diffi cult to kill. No 
insecticides are specifi cally registered for Small lucerne weevil. 
Insecticides that control Vegie weevil and Sitona weevil 
(Chlorpyrifos and Alphacypermethrin) have been used for 
Small lucerne weevil control. Alphacypermethrin at 400 mL/
ha and Bifenthrin at 200 mL/ha are commonly used by canola 
growers against Small lucerne weevil. Spraying late evening 
when weevils are starting to be more active could give better 
results.

Farmers need to be extremely careful regarding small lucerne 
weevil as all it takes to start an infestation is a single female.

Patchiness caused by Small Lucerne Weevil
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Heritage Seeds, Australia’s leading seed producers and 
distributors, has announced it has re-entered another 15-year 
agreement with South Australian Research and Development 
Institute (SARDI) to continue and strengthen their co-operative 
Heritage Seeds-SARDI Lucerne Breeding Programme.

Heritage Seeds has acted as a commercial partner of SARDI 
in its Lucerne Breeding Programme for the past 17 years and 
will continue with developing cultivars broadly adapted to the 
Lucerne growing areas of Australia for a further 15-year term.

This exclusive agreement to the development and research of 
Lucerne seeds maintains access to glasshouse space and real 
farm situations for Heritage Seeds and SARDI to perform 
detailed disease and pest resistance and grazing tolerance 
screening, as well the access to a wide range of laboratory 
screening techniques essential to the study and perfection of 
new Lucerne varieties. Heritage Seeds will continue to work 
extremely closely with the plant breeders and agronomists from 
SARDI, who provide valuable assistance and knowledge in key 
stages of variety development and Lucerne management.

Through the use of real farm conditions, Heritage Seeds and 
SARDI have been able to successfully develop and improve 

Lucerne verities to suit Australia’s tough and diverse farming 
conditions.

Heritage Seeds Sales and Marketing Director, Peter England, 
said the new contract with SARDI demonstrated Heritage 
Seed’s ongoing commitment to Australia’s agricultural industry 
and to the development of quality varieties.

“In signing this agreement Heritage Seeds has the privilege 
of working with the fi nest researchers in Australia and can 
continue with this research, development and marketing of 
products that provide a major benefi t to the Australian farmer 
and the Australian agricultural community at large”.

Heritage Seeds and SARDI will continue to work closely on 
further developing new aluminium-tolerant varieties of Lucerne 
that will signifi cantly benefi t farmers situated in the regions of 
Australian holding high aluminium levels.

Heritage Seeds has also recently won the exclusive rights to 
market grazing-tolerant Lucerne varieties developed by SARDI 
as result of a project funded by GRDC. This variety has great 
application to the broad acre cropping zone where stock 
grazing pressure is more diffi cult to manage.

Heritage Seeds continues strong partnership with SARDI
Karen Meddings, Heritage Seeds, Victoria, (03) 9501 7000.
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Valuable Veldt Grass

At a recent fi eld day in the North Stirlings, attendees saw 
a couple of good examples of veldt grass based perennial 
pastures growing on poor sands. In both cases the Veldt 
grass was mixed with other perennial species (such as 
Lucerne and Chicory) and in this case Serradella also. 

David Hancock explained how this paddock was only sown 
a year ago, but with the wet spring last year, he had a 

fantastic establishment.  Photo 9 Oct 09.

Native Grasses

With Colin Seis’s technique of pasture cropping over native 
grasses, many people have questioned the existence of 

native grasslands in WA. This picture shows native grasses 
recovering after fi re at Sandalwood camp on the Holland 
Track (between Hyden and Coolgardie). This backs up the 

records made by the early explorers and surveyors that 
grasslands did exist throughout much of WA. Photo 14 Sep 

09 courtesy Marcus Sounness.

NyPa Forage

NyPa grass is a C4 summer active grass native to North 
America. It is palatable and tolerant to both waterlogging 
and salinity. NyPa spreads only by vegetative  eans and 

needs to be established by planting bare rooted tillers. This 
stand was planted on a bare salt scald in 2007 by Peter 

Kelly at Gillingarra. Peter said given the way it spreads, 
you could probably plant them a metre apart.

Photo 2 Nov 09

“Show us your grass”
www.evergreen.asn.au

The Final Word

The Federal Cabinet recently met in Geraldton as part of 
the Community Cabinet series. Community groups were 

invited to meet with relevant Ministers, so Evergreen 
booked a 1:1 meeting with Climate Change Minister Penny 
Wong. We explained how Evergreen members were dealing 
with climate change, and soaking up lots of CO2 at the same 
time. We implored her to “include soil carbon but exclude 
methane” in the ETS negotiations, and we think she might 

have taken note! We also left her with some Evergreen 
promotional material, including a “Show us your grass” 

bumper sticker… Photo 2 Oct 09.

incorporating


